Deletion of arginine codon 229 in the Rhce gene alters e and f but not c antigen expression.
Rh CcEe antigens occur as ce, Ce, cE, or CE alleles in the RBC membrane. Their epitope structures and the location of their cis interacting products remain to be defined. A rare blood sample from a white male whose parents are first cousins was identified. Hemagglutination was performed using standard methods. RH structure and genotype was assessed by Southern blots. Rh transcripts were obtained by gene-specific RT-PCR and sequenced. The mutation was verified by genomic PCR assays. The donor's RBCs typed D+C-c+E-e-f(Rh6)- with a normal c dose, suggesting the Dc- phenotype. Further tests revealed a weak and qualitatively altered e expression. Southern blots indicated a genotype of Dce/dce without other gross changes. RT-PCR detected a triplet deletion (Delta685AGA687) in the Rhce gene that specifies codon 229 for arginine (Arg229). Sequencing of the region around the mutated exon 5 confirmed the donor to be homozygous for the AGA deletion. Arg229 is invariant on external loop 4 and close to the Ala226Pro change specific for e/E polymorphism. The qualitative and quantitative alteration of e antigen defines Arg229 as a crucial component for e/E epitope presentation. Given a normal dose of c antigen, the disruption of f (Rh6) by Arg229 deletion suggests that external loop 4 is a major structural element contributing to the expression of RHCE cis interacting antigenic products.